Adventure / History Camp @ Brewongle
The Hawkesbury is well known for its ancient geography and its diverse and unique mix of landscapes. A visit to the centre will
leave you with lifelong memories of the beautiful scenery, the 1878 school setting, the Hawkesbury River and surrounding
forests and food that you could eat straight from the garden.
Spend two or three days exploring Brewongle and surrounds. This camp has an emphasis on the outdoors, sustainability and
local school history. Brewongle has over a hundred years of history to discover and students will find out some interesting
stories! Activities include:
Initiative / Team Building Challenges: Master our ping pong challenge, magic carpet squares, blindfold course and others
Solar Car / Bottle Rocket Races: Can you build the fastest car and race against your friends?
Aboriginal Cultural Activities: Ochre face painting, sand art stories, spear and boomerang throwing.
Sal's Discovery Party: Discover the secrets of our 1878 classroom via a diary of a former student (fictional) and follow her
adventures via the old convict track to the river for morning tea.
Bugs in the Bush and Water: Discover the insect life at Brewongle by dip netting in our ponds and scouring the bush for
bugs!
Brewongle can cater for 48 students who are accommodated in 4 x A-frame huts. By utilising our tents we can cater for a
further 8 students.
Teachers and parents stay in our purpose built and very comfortable teacher accommodation!
You can choose for us to supply all meals and prepare the food for your staff to cook by utilising the BBQ and the kitchen
facilities, otherwise you may choose to do the shopping, preparation and cooking yourself.
Evening activities can include a campfire (weather permitting), a wildlife presentation and spotlighting.

Contact Brewongle EEC for pricing and available dates.
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